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Recently more and more attention it is given to every possible oscillating motions of atmosphere, 
including to infrasonic waves. It can cause widely known link of solar activity with biospheres' 
processes. The purpose of the present operation is examination of generation of infrasonic waves in 
an Earth's atmosphere and their interaction with the atmospheric phenomena. The infrasonic is 
formed in the nature spontaneously and generated in atmosphere by the devices created by the 
person. At the present stage less all is clarified atmospheric links at levels below two hundred km. 
Without their definitive installation it will be difficult to solve completely and bottoms of is solar-
terrestrial relationships of cause and effect. Interaction of IS - waves with a sunlight, generated in an 
Earth's atmosphere during earthquakes and spread in an upper atmosphere, was studied by the 
Ukrainian Institute of Space examinations and National Space Agency "NSA" (A.A. Negoda, S.А. 
Soroka and other scientists). The conducted operations have displayed, that this interaction makes 
essential impact on an ionosphere. It is proved, that perturbations of an ionosphere of an infrasonic 
from earthquakes and eruptions of volcanoes it is accompanied by a birth of magnetic storms. Earlier 
the scientists were supposed and considered that the disturbing in an ionosphere (IOA) is connect 
only with solar flares. At the present stage the scientists are connect the disturbing in an ionosphere 
with IS - waves. The factor, making the significant impact on infrasonic oscillations of atmosphere, is 
seismic activity. And it can be an exposure on preparatory processes and the link of intensity of 
seismic processes. It can be connect with solar activity. The scientists found effect at analysis of 
global seismicity and eleven-year-old solar cycles. Here it is necessary to consider manifold 
physicochemical processes, both in lithosphere, and in atmosphere. IOA can be generated by 
gaseous release from flaws at the lithosphere increase of seismic activity, oscillations lithosphere 
plates, aerosol in homogeneities in atmosphere. Thus, the infrasonic in atmosphere can be generating 
as effect of seismic oscillations and awake the influence on the atmosphere. The person the most 
essential influence on formation of infrasonic fronts, renders powerful sources of an infrasonic, such 
as horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT). In Ukraine the 
infrasonic in atmosphere is generated by storm in the Black and Azov seas, and the artificial sources 
created by the person - HAWT and VAWT. Now the wide circulation was received by methods of 
research by means of rockets and companions. Communication between an infrasonic in the top both 
bottom atmosphere and a climate of the Earth in Ukraine, and also all Earth, is an actual problem.               


